Human organotypic bioconstructs from organ-on-chip devices for human-predictive biological insights on drug candidates.
Historically, drug development and marketing failures have been experienced by pharma organizations largely from insufficient human-predictability of biological data. Organs-on-chips (OOCs) are emerging, cutting edge microphysiology systems for in vitro production of microengineered three-dimensional, miniature organotypic constructs obtained by cultivating small amounts of human primary, or induced pluripotent stem, cells in native-like microhabitats. These preparations circumvent experimental limitations inherent to animal assays and two-dimensional monolayers, the mainstay core biological assays of traditional drug research. This report reviews the fundamental tenets, key components (chip plate, biomaterials, cell differentiation approaches, and monitoring sensors) and issues concerning OOC systems (engineered top-down and bottom-up strategies for tissue/organ assembly, public aids to OOC development, regulatory validation, advantages, limitations, prospective and perspective of OOCs, ethics). Examples of OOC platforms (cancer-, lung-, blood-brain barrier-, heart-, intestine-, kidney-, liver-, pharmacokinetics-, placenta and vessel-on-chip) and their importance for drug research and development are presented. OOC device-generated bioconstructs hold great promise as experimental human tissue and organ platforms for generating human-pertinent knowledge on drug candidates for clinical assessment and reducing reliance on animal models. MPS technologies currently enable ready-to-assemble tissue patches and, hopefully, in coming decades, full-size, patient-personalized organs for regenerative medical interventions.